SELLOTTO
Enjoy your bike

Love your bike forever
Developed by an engineer and a doctor, inspired by their
everyday cycling experiences

100% made in Italy, the quality is guaranteed by our local
suppliers’ experience

Enjoy your bike

15 prototypes have been developed and tested in the
laboratory to achieve the best balance between pedalling
efficiency and saddle comfort

Field tested by many cyclists on various types of bicycles
Ergonomics designed with the support of the Sports Medicine
Center at the University of Pavia, strength and durability
certified by the Engineering School of Torino
Ride easily with all types of clothing, including skirts

SELLOTTO

Designed to reduce the discomfort caused by common
triangular saddles

ore, by
Enjoy your bikeamsaddle!
just changing

Eight good reasons to choose it

Innovative

because it goes beyond the traditional shape of the triangular saddle

Design

its particular shape makes it unique product

Motivational

boosting the desire to ride

Made in Italy

designed and manufactured in Italy

Comfortable

combines pedalling pleasure and physical well-being

customizable

complete customizable product with many different models already available

Versatile

it can fit all types of clothing, including skirts

Affordable
from E49

Eight reviews by people who have already tried it
Luca,
doctor
39 years old

Finally someone has invented something
useful for the health of cyclists
Initially I was very skeptic of the product however
after using this I love it!

Marianna,
e-cyclist
40 years old

It seems to be designed to make e-bike
even more comfortable
A good reason not to stop cycling

Giovanni,
retiree
65 years old

Marco,
amateur cyclist
35 years old

I rediscovered the pleasure of cycling
The bike is no longer an instrument of torture,
but a convenient instrument for my job

Cecilia,
mom
40 years old

Giorgia,
cyclist
20 years old

Franco,
delivery man
22 years old

Once you try it,
you will never go back to traditional saddles
I hope this saddle will be soon mounted on my
exercise bike at the gym

Edoardo,
city cyclist
55 years old

SellOttO is designed to favourably interact with the human body

The support concavity on the saddle
is specially designed for the ischium
and allows a more homogeneous
distribution of the weight compared to
traditional triangular saddles.
The absence of the front protrusion
removes pressure from the
corresponding perineal area, thus
solving the most common problems
for cyclists which includes contact
dermatitis, folliculitis and furunculosis,
lymphedema, prostate inflammation
and erectile dysfunction.

The anatomy of SellOttO
Bearing structure designed to facilitate its
flexibility

Inlice adjustment

Rounded and smoothed edge to
aid pedalling

sellOttO can be mounted
on any seat post

Slightly hollow to make the seat more
comfortable and to stabilise the pelvis

SellOttO: customise it!
Available in elegant, comfort and sporty models
You can choose from a wide range of textures, photographs, solid
colours
Or you can send us the image you prefer to customise the saddle
You can customise SellOttO as you prefer:
visit our website and customise your saddle

info@sellotto.it
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